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Parking Petitioners
Attend BO R Session

PRES. CHARLES N. MILLICAN got a scenic tour
of Lake Maitland last Friday compliments of FTU's
newly organized crew team. Earlier in the day the

team placed second in a close race with the Rollins
College team.

. . . . . . . .. , . ,• • • • • • • •,,,1111/'HU
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!InNixon,McGovern Choice !
By John Gholdston
are very pleased with the results."
Castellano added that the turnout
depended on the amount of
publicity the project received on
each campus.

In response to last week's Kappa Sigma parking petition drive, two KS
members accompanied President Charles Millican to Monday's Board of
Regents meeting, where a presenation was made on behalf of FTU's
parking situation.
When the money was
F o 11 owing opening remarks
concerning the "constructive reallocated, the FTU parking fund,
manner in which the petition was along with those of other state
presented," by President Millican, universities, decreased to nothing.
Mil1ican explained the situation
student Gary Wetherbee explained
the drive to the Regents and by noting that federal money
presented copies of the petition to cannot be used to build parking
facilities on university campuses;
each member.
"Gary did a beautiful job in tll£refore, since the money was
presenting the concern of the reallocated, the parking fund is
students with this problem," empty. He added that DOT is not
commented Millican. Hector Cruise required to provide the parking
funds.
accompanied Wetherbee.
Mueller told Millican that he was
Regent Fred Parker, chairman of
aware
of the FTU problem and said
the BO R Facilities Committee,
commented that his committee was that he would do everything he
working on FTU's parking needs could to help FTU to get better
with the Department of
Transportation, cabinet members
and Governor Reubin Askew.
Regents chairman J. J. Daniels
commended the students on their
approach to the problem and
assured them of his concern.
The petition included a cover
.
letter from Millican addressed to
GARY WETHERBEE
Edward A. Mueller, secretary of the facilities for parking. He gave a.
Department of Transportation. The "slight hope" until he could look
letter explained the petition and into the matter more thoroughly.
the FTU parking situation,
During an interview, Millican
requesting support and aid from expressed sympathy for the
DOT.
Department of Transportation's
Millican spoke to Mueller prior problems. but stated that "we have
to the BOR meeting and learned our own."
that money originally allocated to
In response to Millican 's visit
FTU for parking had been with Mueller, Robert Kennon, from
reallocated to a state transportation the district office of the
fund, in an attempt to acquire Department of Transportation, was
enough money for the state to on campus Wednesday to talk
qualify for the federal matching about the parking problem and "see
funds program.
what might be done immediately
According to Millican, the and intermediately to improve the
Department of Transportation each temporary parking areas."
year allocates from its budget an explained Millican. Kennon spoke
amount of money for parking at with Millican and Fred Clayton,
state universities. For the past three director of university physical
years, this amount has been planning.
<';>proximately $800 ,000 for the
Millican also noted that the
nine state universities. Of this total, Or an g e-Seminole legislative
FTU had accumulated $421,000, delegation has expressed its concern
none of which had been spent on and is currently working toward a
parking facilities in the past three solution to FTU's parking
years.
problems.

For the second place slot among
the ~emocrats, the s~ate results and
FTU s results diff~red r~ther
str?ngly. Repr_esentabve . Shirley
Chisholm ca171e m for a fairly close
second slot m ~he state poll, but
Senator ~enry Jackson to.ok the
FT_U polls seco.nd place whlle Mrs.
Chisholm c_arne m seventh.
Mrs. Chisholm won top place on
L>;i,.•....,...::.mfiv~ state campuses,. only two of
which were predommantly black.
The straw vote for an
amendment which would prohibit
forced busing passed almost 3-2,
/T
slightly more than 50 per cent of 1\.
the students saying they favored
1 t'.l
equal opportunity for quality
education, and opposed the return
to a dual school system.
9
1--..mmlll:l.-..J~•L--.....tltriilld
Students also favored having an
b I U
amendment to the U.S.
·
'
d
The present system of approval of and
funding for FTU s clubs an
Cons t 1·tu t·ion wh.1ch wou Id all ow
.
prayer in the schools by a margin organizations, recently under the scrutmy of both Student Government
of 3-1
'
and Student Affairs, "needs to be brought into a whole new frame of
Th~ vast majority of students reference'_' according to SG Pt~sid~nt Frank San try.
also said they would vote for both
Sweepm~ changes. suggested . m - - - - - - - - - - - - - (Continued on Page 12)
past weeks mclude domg away WJth Student Affairs and clubs out of
The Mechanical Engineering and Aerospace Science Club moved full"=",..,..,..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
speed ahead this week in developing MAX, the group's entry in the

South Dakota Senator George
McGovern easily took the lead on
the Democratic side of the Project
7th of March straw ballot Tuesday.
He claimed 1,784 of the more than
7,900 student Democratic votes
cast in the state, and got 133 of the
508 Democratic votes cast at FTU.
President Richard Nixon walked
away with a much larger margin of
the Republican votes, both in the
state and on the FTU ballot. Nixon
secured 1,989 of the state's 2,371
Republican students' votes, and
3 4 0 of FT U' s 3 91 voting
Republicans.
"We have no way to tell how
many college students are registered
voters in the state," said Bill
Castellano, one of the coordinators
of the statewide project, "but we

1"

T
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Engineers Club Builds
Clean Air Automobile

Competition.
MEAS president Bob Bender MAX
said the club's entry has been
accepted by the Massachusetts
school, paving the way for FTU's
competition in the August event.
related to MAX a project that will : ;: :;: ,: lJAk ::Ait:Y:'F:Qrmt:::,r.ep:resentativ:~s·'. by SG according to their relative ·

· d b

Stud

t
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Safety and Pollution Control. The
Urban Vehicle Design Competition
grew out of MIT's Clean Air Car
Race, which saw college students
throughout the nation participate
in a cross-country race of low
emission vehicles.
The coast-to-coast driving
competition has been replaced by
location comparisons of vehicles
intended to meet safety and
pollution control standards that
will be required of all autmobiles
by 1976.
An MEAS team will take the
FTU entry by Autotrain from
Sanford to the tentative
competition site, Washington, D.C.
Financing for the project came
from a $3,000 grant by Student
Government, which included the

MIT and who will be in char e of :::IftWfyrefjstwllP~' fo6.nd.U~¢iiii': A;Df beneficial

programs

would

be !>

P!1

BIRTH CONTROL BILL
A bill calling for a change in

FTU's policy r.e garding the
dispensation of birth control
· devices on campus passed the
Student Senate last week and has

ceremomes will be held 7 p.m. .: :f~~:':µmt9r.m~itl§:W.J.'~~.~!~d;d~Im\!ii.Q1:: duphcation has slowed approval of

~;~~~~~J~t::~::: ~WE1{~~~;:~1.~:~:; ,-

If adopted the programs must

~¥f:~~~~~~~::~~~{:;~~~~~~E~f~EJf~J~
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Dollars and Sense

~~

- ~

Several events have taken place this week which have enlightened the
campus as to the reasons for FTU's insufficient parking facilities.

~
~

~·

~

Apparently everyone involved is concerned, but unfortunately,
concern isn't helping the situation.
THE MAJOR breakthrough in the parking question was learning that
FTU currently has no funds for parking construction. The $421,000
that had been accumulated from the Department of Transportation
allocation was re-allocated into the DOT fund, in an attempt to raise
enough money to qualify for the Federal matching funds program.
At first glance, the whole situation sounds a bit unfair and
underhanded. It sounds like another case of taking away allocated
money because of "priorities."
However, this is not the case. The Department of Transportation is
not required to provide funds for parking facilities - it just does. We can
hardly criticize DOT for spending its money in a manner that it feels is
best for the state of Florida.
THE SITUATION does place FTU in an unfortunate position. No
money, little immediate hope of money and a great deal of sand.
We sincerely hope that between the FTU administration, the
Department of Transportation, the Board of Regents, the state cabinet,
and the Orange-Seminole legislative delegation, something constructive
can be done in the near future to alleviate the parking problems. Short
of raising taxes, that is.

A Matter Of Opinion
Prophet's Mother
By Gabriel Yanni

I have seen happy gypsies and serenely smiling bedouins. I have seen
endless dunes of desert sand and I have walked away from the barren
tracks of civilization. I have shared their evening meals, and my face has
been bitten a thousand times by the burning wind that reigns over the
Sahara. The cold, silent nights taught me the melodies of the stars, and
the mystery of it all cliove me farther away from our modem world. I
was alive then, Life was the companion that dogged my steps. I owned
only the water I drank, the food I shared and the sights of places I had
seen. Oases surrounded with palm trees, springs of cool water in the
middle of nowhere--never but then had I felt more human, a total
entity unto my own surroundings.
Basra, Nabeh Abou Hamid, Oumach, Biskra, Chetma and many
other places. Forgotten cities, removed from time, delicate and unique.
Houses of white chalk that fought the unrivaled moods of the desert.
Many times I lay wandering in the celestial multitude that restrained
my thoughts from further expansion. But I wandered and questioned. I
talked of cars, tall buildings, television and pollution. They talked, and
I listened to the futile past confinement I shared with others, between
walls, divided time and paper work. I talked of abundant resources and
canned food; they answered with the call of adventure, the endless
walks and desperate days of thirst geared toward a cup of water and a
free, running deer or other wild animal. Dreams of cooler days and
warmer nights.

Silent nights, heavy and lonely, where nothing moves while the glaze
of the sky reflects on the apex of the dunes like on a stagnant lake.
Nights I lay under palm trees, counting the stars I could perceive
through the moving branches. I gained nothing when morning came,
but that I lay one night under palm trees and counted stars. Not one
star was close enough to another to keep it company, and each one
kept its secrets hidden from all others. Stars also gained nothing by my
lying under palm trees trying to bring them closer to each other by
what I thought was the power of inner interrelation and compatible
behavior.
And nights I listened to the elders riddle time away. "Come," they
said, "let yourself be guided on the road to the stars. We will lead you
to the ephemeral pleasures of those nocturnal queens who make the
earth their nightly kingdom. Come, we know the way. In times past we
prostrated in front of those unchaste queens, who for a simple pleasure
make you suffer back the retreat to reality." And I followed ... Endless
nights, when death becomes another phase of being, and further
removed, I dwelled in the present, unaware of any past or memories ...
So now I ask you. Whatever happened to planet earth? She had the
age of time, the ever-wandering winds and the tasteless rain. Man has
invaded her and infected the air. The rivers have changed to streams and
are used up . . Whatever happened to planet earth? Man has pushed it
down under the dark grave of useless things. The earth is not the earth
anymore; planet earth is dead, planet machine is born.

Gives Good Word
Dear Editor:

My son brings your wonderful,
newsy paper home for me to read
every week and I have cancelled my
subscriptions to U.S. News and
World Report, Newsweek, Life,
Anonymous
National Geographic, National
Lampoon, and the Orlando Evening
Star as a result. Your paper just UNCF Universities
keeps my entire family full of news
and nifty things, but best of all we Aid Black Education
love your wonderful columnist,
The following letter was received
John the Good, who writes the best
column I have ever, in my entire by the FTU Black Student Union
literary life, read. He should be paid with a request that it be published
more and be given more time off. in the FuTUre.
Dear Editor:
Thank you,
Mrs. J. T. Good. Sr.
Each year I visit UNCF (United
Negro College Fund) universities
'Matter Of Opinion'
and colleges in the South ... and
send you a report on what's
Provides Inspiration
happening on our campuses and to
our graduates. This year ·1 can
Dear Editor:
report to you that / what is
I was very much moved and happening is probably the most
impressed by Gabriel Yanni's story important and hopeful
on hunger in the March 3 edition of development in our nation today!
The 40 universities and colleges
the FuTUre.
So moved by the intense feeling in our fund are providing
within his words, that I feel copies increasingly effective ways for
should be made and sent to all the aspiring blacks throughout the U.S.
politicians, heads of the different (and especially in the South) to
countries throughout the entire achieve advanced education of high
world, bishops, etc.
quality -- as a needed "giant step'.
. I believe an act such as this toward full participation in the
could possibly touch the hearts in professional, political and business
some of the VIP's to get some sort life of our country. Last year our
of movement going-a movement of colleges conferred 6,544
life for the developing children of undergraduate degrees and 806
our great nations.
graduate and professional degrees.
Only through the love of giving Although our colleges are all
will we gain love (peace among integrated, and have always been,
our principal concern is assuring
nations) in return.
And it must start in our young strong educational opportunities to
while they are in the most the black students of our country.

In times past I watched the red ball sink into the ocean of warm
sand. I saw it flip onto the horizon line and like a mirage disappear
when my eyes searched for it again. The sun was gone. The sky would
remain blue awhile, and then like a conqueror, night would hide it
behind its starry frame. But now I wish the sun never to rise again, so I would not remember the grayish poisonous shield that hides its
warmth.
But maybe somewhere within the layers of time ahead, if we are to
meet again along the line of another life, will nature still look at us
through the haze of some coming new day, now that she has tasted the
bitterness of our "modem world"?

impressive growing stage.
But - I am sincere in this effort; I
would take it upon myself and my
volunteers. Help in getting the
names and business adcliesses of
these people in question.
I realize it would- take much
time in doing this, but we' ve got all
of that, unless the world should
come to an end.

LINDA METTEL

Editor-In-Chief
Sharon Marek
News Ed~tor

John Gholdston
Layout Editor

Mary Anna Jackson
Copy Editor

Shel by Strother
Sports Editor

What do you our graduates do
... with those degrees? To date,
they have become 85 per cent of
the nation's black physicians, 75
per cent of the nation's black
Ph.D.'s and more than 59 per cent
of all black officials elected to
public office in the U.S. And that's
only a part of the record! Hundreds
of thousands of our graduates have,
in recent years, been changing the
course of American history by their
rational, self-disciplined and
determined struggle for social° .
just ice through nonviolent
revolution.
Today, thousands of other
young black Americans need your
help in getting the quality of
education they need to help build a
more creative, dynamic
America ... and a viable world
society. Whatever support you can
give our fund will go directly to
help promising black students
achieve a strong college education.
Please reach out a generous hand
to them! It's the surest way I know
toeard a better world!
Martha B. Lucas Pate, Ph.D
Chairman of the College and School
Division of the United Negro

fWgrel

Managing Editor .. James E. Couch
Business Manager ... Henry Popkin
Advertising Manager . Richard Jack
Advertising ... Steve Belding, Tom
Childers, Phil Dunkle, Gary Horn,
Harry Smith.
Asst. Copy Editor ... Carol Whitten
Reporters ..... Larry Cooke, Mike
Crites, Margaret Haas, Weber Ivy,
Claudia Landfried, Bill Ritter,
Harry Smith, Kathy Wagner, Beth
Weilenman, Gabriel Yanni.
Sports ........... Fred Cay, Mike
Crites, Larry Mccorkle.
Photo Coordinator .... Ed Burton
Photographers ..... David Harlos,
Qaiser Saghar, Chuck Seithel,
Ike Spinas.
Circulation .......... Peter Nagy,
Tina Wroncich.
The "FuTUre" is the weekly
newspaper of Florida Technological
University at Orla•do, Florida. The
FuTUre is published by President
Charles N. Millican and written and
edited by and for the students at
Florida Technological University.
The editorial opinions expressed
are those of the staff and not
necessarily those of the university
or of its administration.
The FuTUre reserves the right to
refuse to print any letters which are
submitted. All letters must bear the
full name and address of the person
or persons submitting them. Names
will be withheld upon request.
Address all letters to: Edito"r1
FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,000, Orlando,
Florida 32816.
Phone: 275-2606.
Entered as third class matter at
the Post Office at Orlando, Florida.
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No Budget Data Released
Efforts to obtain further information on proposed activity and
service fee budgets were unsuccessful this week.
Dr. C. W. Brown, chairman of the budget committee, said that
several burdget requests had not yet been turned in and that the
committee would have its first meeting in spring quarter. He added
that the committee hopes to complete the allocations procedure by
May 1.
Student Government President Frank Santry commented that
several budget requests were in a state of non-completion.
Santry stated that the intercollegiate athletics budget had
presented a problem because in the past it had been approved by the
Executive Committee for reasons of expediency. The intercollegiate
athletics budget necessitates early approval due to the long range
planning of schedules required, according to Santry.
Ed note: Since this budget money is derived from the Student
Activity and Service Fee, the FuTUre will attempt to secure a
complete budget request from each organization during the quarter
break.

ID CARDS
Students and faculty members
are urged to pick up their new ID
cards at the circulation desk on the
first floor of the Library Building.
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Co-Op Jobs Available
For Spring Quarter

Approximately 20 jobs are now available to FTU students for spring
quarter through the office of cooperative education. Co-Op has lost a
LINDSAY, CONCERT
number of positions in the past to other colleges due to a lack of
Democratic presidential aspirant applicants.
John Lindsay will be at Eola Park
Miami's Florida Power and Light for any major. The Management
t~morrow at 1 p.m. A free concert has offered 12 positions in Research Institute of Orlando has a
Will be ~res~n~ed by members of the electrical engineering. The company position open to a person majoring
has agreed to help in locating !Ji journalism, communication or a
cast of Hair. .
LIBRARY HOURS
residences for their student related field. A mechanical engineer
may find a place at Winter Park
The FTU Library will observe a employ es.
Telephone.
NASA
has
asked
for
three
shortened schedule of hours over
Three main misconceptions
electrical
engineers,
and
one
the quarter break, March 16-27.
The dates and hours are as follows: industrial engineer. The Utilities about Co-Op, as stated by Curt
March 16, 7:45 a.m.-5 p.m.; March Control Office in Sanford and Jeffries, head of the Co-Op student
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-11,
8 Lm.~~m.; Mareh 18~9, Orlando have offered positions for organization, are that the program
closed; March 20-24, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.; civil engineers. Students of any it is only for money; that it is only
March 25-26, closed, and March 27, major interested in banking may for men and that it takes extra time
work for the First National Bank of to earn a degree. Money is only one
resume regular hours.
aspect of Co-Op and by no means
I Only the circulation desk will Maitland during spring quarter.
the
main one, Jeffries said. The
In
Orlando,
Duvall
Home
for
remain open until 8 p.m. March· 22,
Retarded Children has an opening program is designed so that Co-Op
and until 7: 30 p.m. March 23,
students finish school in the same
number of years as other students.
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Jeffries summed up the essence
Winter Quarter, 1972
·
March 13-16
of the Co-Op program: "Interested
Classes Which First Meet
students to fill opportunities."
FROM
Final Examination Period
During the Week at
Students who are interested in
the jobs or in further information
8- 9:45 a .m. , Mon., Mar. 13
8 a.m. Monday
9 a.m. Monday
8- 9:45 a.m., Wed., Mar. 15
about Co-Op may contact 'i!d
10-11:45 a.m., Tues., Mar. 14
10 a.m.,Monday
Rajchel, Co-Op coordinator in AD
11 a.m. Monday
10-11:45 a.m., Thurs . , Mar. 16
374.
12- 1:45 p.m., Mon., Mar. }3
12 noon Monday

THIS WEEK'S

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
TO FTU STUDENTS

I

CARNABY BOUTIQUE
THE CLASSROOM
CLUB LUI
DAISY FLOWER SHOP
DEN OF INIQUITY
FLORIDA STATE THEATERS
HOLLIE O'BRIEN'S
KASH IS BEST
MUSIC CITY
PENNY PUB
POST TIME LOUNGE
WOMETCO THEATERS

p. 3
p. 5
p. 5
p. 11
p. 12
p. 5
p. 7
p. 10
p. 5
p. 4
p. 4

1
2
3
4
5

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday

122244-

1:45
3:45
3:45
5 : 45
5:45

p.m.,
p.m.,
p.m.,
p . m. ,
p.m.,

Wed., Mar. 15
Tues., Mar. 14
Thurs., Mar. 16
Mon . , Mar. 13
Wed., Mar. 15

8
9
10
12
1
2
3
4
5

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
noon
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday

8- 9:45
8- 9:45
10-11:45
12- 1:45
12- 1:45
2- 3:45
2- 3:45
4- 5:45
4- 5:45

a.m.,
a .m.,
a.m.,
p.m.,
p.m.,
p.m.,
p.m.,
p.m . ,
p.m.,

Tues., Mar. 14
Thurs., Mar. 16
Mon ., Mar. 13
Tues., Mar. 14
Thurs., Mar. 16
Mon . , Mar. 13
Wed., Mar. 15
Tues., Mar. 14
Thurs., Mar. 16

NOTE:
1.

Assistant Deans of those colleges desiring to schedule multiple section
course examinations should consider the use of evening hours during the
March 13-16 period or may use the open examination period of 10-11:45
on Wednesday, March 15. Any use of the SCAUD, ENAUD, EN359, EN360, and
CB115 for multiple section examinations other than in accordance with
the above schedule must be cleared through the Office of Administrative
-Planning.

2.

Classes which meet for the first time during the week on Wednesday,
or Friday should schedule day or evening examinations during
the period March 13-16 at the discretion of the instructor in consultation viith all members of the class.

3.

Classes which meet at 6 p.m. or later normally meet for tv10 hours or
fllOre and should schedule examinations at tl1e reo11lar class hour during
the period March 13-16.

p. 5

Thursda~,

April Deadline Set
For Job Requests
April 1 is the deadline for filing
of student applications for
part-time on-campus jobs for fall
quarter, Don Doyle, financial aid
advisor, said this week. Available
jobs include clerical work, natural
sciences and engineering laboratory
work, custodial services, teaching
aides, library services, maintenance
work and mail clerks.
Department supervisors set
hourly rates for their students.
In order to qualify for this
program, students must indicate
financial need by iding an FTU
financial aid application and a
parents' or students' confidential
statement with the financial aid
office on the second floor of the
Administration Building. Students
must retain a 2.0 ave-rage to remain
on the program .

.. • ..,r-•
•

~

(OVER 6,000 PAIRI
~

J

' of Today's fashioned, flared,
casual and dress pants
from

107 W. Lyman Ave. •

s7 up

Winter Park, Fla. 32789

• Phone 645-1900
Zayres Center • Fern Park

•.. ~4.17. ~d.9!!'1Yi!ter..Qriv~. ! . Or.l<tl'\dP.

?ne- -

FUNKY
COLORS

DELI
HOUSE

Take it·out
or eat with usl
hot cuban ...... . • 79 ·
hot pastrami ...... 79 •
corned beef ....... 79
Bar-B-Oue
beef or pork .... 79

OEl..ICA'rf_SSE~•SANOWICH SHCP

featuring

HOMEMADE

SOUPS • SANDWiCHES • SALADS

ham ...........•. 69
ham & cheese ......79

SEMORAN VILLAGE
ALOMA AT 436. WINTER PARK FLORIDA
'

671-3181

I

10 AM - 8 PM

Specializing in Buffet Catering
Open Sun. 10:00 - 6:00
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Orchestra Appeals To All Ages
By Linda Carpenter

The FTU Philharmonic
Orchestra, in its third season,
played Sunday at Winter Park
Junior High School to a
near-capacity audience that ranged
from the elderly to toddlers.
Assistant professor Arpad Szomoru
directed the orchestra which is
composed of FTU faculty,
students, staff and members of the
community.
The program began with the
light "Marche Hongrojse" from
"The Damnation of Faust" by
Hector Berlioz, "Habanera" by
Emanuel Chabrier, and ended the
first half with the more difficult to
perform "Bolero" by Maurice
Ravel. Cathy Baker and Edward
Schick performed well as soloists in
the Chabrier piece and Ben Cox was
excellent in the very difficult
bassoon solo of "Bolero.''
Dr. Le-onidas Sarakatsannis,
chairman of the music department,
and well-known pianist and
composer, was the featured soloist
of the Beethoven "Piano Concerto
No. 5" ("Emperor''). He has
_. performed previously with the FTU
Philharmonic, as well as with the
Florida Symphony Orchestra.
The concerto, lasting about 30
minutes, may have been a bit long
for some Sunday afternoon dozers
and restless children, but it was
very impressive. The Adagio of the
second movement has a huntingly
beautiful melody, foil owed by the
more lighthearted Rondo. The
orchestra and Sarakatsannis
collaborated well together to make
this a successful rendering and a
very pleasant afternoon for all.

Variety Of Music
Set For Weekend
The FTU music department ,has
slated another music-filled
weekend, with a student organ
recital tonight at the First
Presbyterian Church in Maitland
and . a ~oncert featuring t~e
Madngal Smgers and Concert Chorr,
3 P..m..Sunday in the Engineering
Auditonum.
Stud ts 00 1 · th 8
Pay m e p.m.
.
en
recital today are Nancy Moar,
Cheryl Bowman, Penny Foshee,
Ruby Townes and Darwood
.
Santmier. Bach and Brahms will be
the most frequently featured
composers.
Both musical presentations are
open to the public free of charge.

Holdsworth
Bob Jackson
Jack Taylor
Falcon

Fnnch

Legnano
Colnago
Frejus

Liberia

Cocoa Bch. 783-1196
Hwy. 50, Union Park,
10 min. from FTU

ENNY
~Mmv
UB

ARP AD SZOMORU conducts last Sunday's performance of the FTU
Philharmonic Orchestra at Winter Park Junior High School. The
orchestra opened its third season to a near-capacity crowd and featured
works by Berlioz and Ravel. Dr. Leonidas Sarakatsannis also performed
Beethoven's "Emperor" concerto. (Photo by Jon Findell)

ONLY $1.00 BUYS ALL TIDS:

Com Dept. To Host
'Snowbird Festival'

For information on how you can
eliminate those "spacey" weekends,
call Bill Goldhammer 671-5317 ·
or Bob Favreau
894-7483
WATCH FOR ....... .

Grilled cheese w/ bacon, macaroni salad, coleslaw,
chips and 120t. diaught beer.

tUESDAY

Hamburger w/ Lettuce & Tomato, French Fries,
Salad, Chips, and 12 oz. draught beer.

WEDNESDAY

Egg salad sandwich, baked beans, macaroni salad,
chips and 12 <>z. draught beer.

THURSDAY

Grilled cheese, bacon and tomato sandwich, cote slaw

chips and 12 OZ. draught beer.

A reader's theatre and oral interpretation festival, including
representatives from colleges and universities from North Carolina,
Tennessee, Georgia and Florida, is being sponsored Friday and Saturday
March 18 and 19 by the communications department and the college of
social sciences.
Called the "Snowbird Festival," 8Iso be allowed to vote for their
the event will begin at 9 a.m. favorites.
The program will continue
Friday with registration. The first
round of events will be at 11 a.m. Saturday for junior high and high
in the Administtration Building, school students, at 9 a.m. with two
and is open to the public. These presentations which White will
include oral interpretation and critique. At 10:30 a.m., experts
readers' theatre preliminary rounds. from Florida colleges and
The second round of readers' universities will join to discuss
theatre is scheduled for 1:30 p.m., different aspects of readers' theatre.
Friday.
An awards luncheon, with White
Dr. Melvin White, author of the presiding, will be held at 12: 30
first readers' theatre textbook, will p.m. in the Ramada Inn, at which
speak from 3 to 4 p.m. Friday in special awards for outstanding
the Science Auditorium. White, performances will be given.
The Snowbird Festival is
·rrom California, is guest of honor
for the festival.
workshop, competition and
The final rounds of oral instruction combined into one
·mt erpre tat"ion will b e at 4 p.m., an d event, according to director Frances
public performances of readers' Johnson, visiting communication
th t
ill b t 7. 30·
Th
professor. ·
ea. re w
e a · ~.m.
ese
p~bhc performances . will last ~O
mmutes each, and will be held m
the Science Auditorium. There will
be no ad m1ss1on
. . charge. F.1ve JU
· dges
from the Orlando area will join
White to present three awards for
oerformances. The audience will

sport of. the
space age

MONDAY

FRIDAY

Cheeseburger w/ lettuce & tomato, coleslaw,
Chips and 12 oz. draught beer.

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S
newest and friendliest college lounge

r

I Post one Loonge '
DANCE TO

FREE RIDE
APPEARING NITEL Y 9 - 2
ROCK MUSIC AT IT'S BEST

Tuesdays-Free Highballs.to Ladies
(9 P. M. to 2 A. M.)

17-92 at Dog Track rd., Longwood

(Look for the Dog Track Sign)

STUDENT BODY
ELECTIONS

DECLARE CANDIDACY
·March 27-April 10

The WATCHER CAMP.Al·NGING .BEGINS·
Central Florida'sonlyundergroundnewspaper.
Now on campus at entrance to the Village Center.
Also available from street vendors in Downtown
Orlando, corner of Orange and Central and the
following shops: Aardvark, Better Than Pants Shop,
Carnaby Shop, Captain Threads, Den of Iniquity,
East West Music, Gooseberry Sanitarium, Great
Expectations, Infinite Mushroom, Rags South, Tops
and Bottoms, and Outer Limits.
Also on campus at Valencia Junior College and The
American School of Mentavivology's new organic
gardening commune, THE COSMIC WORM.

Apr·11 10 (noon)

ELECTIONS

Applications for Absentee Ballots
may be picked up at the S. G. office
until April 7.

April 20-21

News and views you can't find in other publications.
Want ads and jo.b offers section free Iistings.

information may be obtained at SG off1ce LR218.

.
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Senior Art Renders Life Anew

FuTUre
ENTERTAINMENT

By Grace Kehrer
Some time ago the question was asked, " ... .if you
render to Caesar and give unto God what is left?" The
Senior Art Exhibit which ends today in the library
may provide one answer to that question.
Janet Avis and Vicki Doggett live, work and create
in the realm where frogs, moths and unicorns live.
Among these creatures, Janet and Vicki wander
freely, recording and making concrete those breaths
of life that interest them. Under their talented hands
and sensitive eyes the private realm of the
imagination is made manifest for all to see.
While every artist creates because he must, that
which he creates is a residue of an internal process
that occurs within his mind and heart. Vicki and
Janet make concrete the birds, fish, moths, cheetahs
and alligators that shimmer and flash behind their
eyes. In the name of discovery, self and whimsy, they
bring the creatures of their private worlds into the
light of everyday.

.r
II

Each individual is a cornucopia of dreams, but
most have blinded themselves to any vision other
than the ordinary. They allow their experiences and
impressions to die in the crevices and eddies of their
minds. While bits of the things of life die from neglect
in the visceral membranes of the simple man, it is the
artists who breathes new life into these forgotten
dying things.
Hidden behind a three-dimensional world
unicorns, pumpkin pies and rhinoceri must patiently
await a gentle hand and a perceptive eye to expose
them to the world at large. Created to be viewed,
frog, giraffe, shell and cypress tree do converge in a
spectators' mind to celebrate anew the joy of life.
A man's final offering is himself. Anima does mean
"breath of life," but it also means soul or spirit.
Giving of himself, the artist breathes life into the
two-dimensional creations of his mind, becoming
himself a source of life, a breath of life.

Places To See, Thinf(s To Go. People To Do

'Boyfriend',:
By Fran Elliott
"Boob-boob-de-doop! Razz-a-ma-tazz and all that jazz" is what "The
Boyfriend," now ready for a long run at one of the Northgate Theatres is
all about. It is the Cinderella story of show biz, well-worn story - as worn
as Ruby Reeler's tap shoes and just as swell! Shades of Busby Berkeley,
"The Boyfriend'. has all the spiffy
qualities that make the 1920s so freckles and red lips has to offer.
nostalgic and "terrif."
And when her secret love removes
Sandy Wilson's play stars Twiggy her wire rim glasses, he cannot help

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~g~:~~~~g~i~n~all~t~h~e~e~l~eg~a~n~ce~t~h=at~a~s~tr~a~ig~h~t
figure, no eyebrows, huge eyes,
l-4 &

AT HORNE'S MOTOR LODGE

441

PRESENTING

.

THE Fantastic PUZZLE

8

ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS!
BEST PICTURE
BEST DIRECTOR
2 BEST ACTRESSES
2 BEST ACTORS
BEST SCREENPLAY

WEDNESDAY
LADIES
NIGHT

422-4521

•

"A MASTERPIECEI"
THE
LAST
Pm'1Va
lllDW
-PAUL D. ZIMMERMAN, Newsweek

FTU STUDENTS MIKE NOTARTONASO
AND ,
RICK FOREMAN ARE THE FANTASTIC
?UZZLE, APPF:ARING NIGHTLY AT
THE CLASSROOM.

aos j0HNSON, DAVID MILLER

......... =============~~~""""'""'~----J!!J--....J
Monday - Saturday at 2:00 & 8:15

·:··CAfiiO!!!f.

but whisperAndin at awe,
"You're
beautiful."
that moment
everyone agrees, because by that
time Twigg)r (as Polly) has won the
throbbing hearts of all, and in the
end wins her "love'. and her big
change to star in movies.
Actually Twiggy is perfectly
cast, since the '20s call for toes-out
knees-in dancers, whimpering, soft:
choked voices, and the ability to
cry real tears. Who could ask for
.anything more? Even so, more1,
comes with the purchase of a
ticket. There is Tommy the
"tapper," Mazie, the jealous
co-actress, plenty of unbelievably
designed symmetrical sets,
fantastically realistic costumes only
your mother could love, tons of
exaggerated acting, gesturing and
facial expression and wonderfully
choreographically produced dance
numbers of the Busby Berkely-style
films where the aerial views of girls
doing exercises is so effective (and
reflective), that any second one
expects to see fountains of water
with hundreds of gfrls diving into
pools.
All the characters are obnoxious,

sarcastic and wrapped up in
· ~ themselves as much as their comical
. cloche hats, raccoon coats and
wildly patterned clothes.
0 0
As can be expected, everything
~~ turns out happily in the end, but
the fun is getting there. As in "No
No Nanette," the actors are reliving
the 1920s with enjoyment. Perhaps
this is why the movie is charming,
rather than simply a spoof of the
times. With all their trivia and
ridiculousness, they are still
"neaty-keen." Finally Polly and her
love walk off hand-in-hand into the
New York street, willingly turning
_ down her chance for stardom for a
heartful of happiness.
However, don't allow yourself to
turn down an opportunity for sheer
entertainment. So, "Toots," if
you're looking for the "cat's
meow," look to "The Boyfriend."

Sunday at 1:30 5:00 & 8:30

Tickets for all performances at Student Gov't Office

rltmUIOTll

ENTERTAINMENT
SUBSIDY PROGRAM

lll!Eimm!Mml~IUIJ

~

SAVE BILLS
Greenberg had ·
the bomb ...

Florida State Theatres: Tickets 75 ~

Murch had the
getaway car...
WOMETCO Theatres: Park ~st and Park West

"Nicholas and Alexandra"
SPECIAL RESERVED TICKETS

TICKETS AVAILABLE IN SG OFFICE
LR 209

Amusa
hadthe
money...
and Abe worried ...
Robert George Zero
Redford, Segal .Mostel
IGPI

heist.

iit-l: srn-Im

.................. almost

Wagon Wheel Ranch

~

HoRsEs FOR RENT
RIDING INSTRUCTION
Make reservations now
for Ovemite Camping Trip
on Horseback, March 11.
Plenty of good food!
Call 568-4411

DISCOUNTS
RECORDS
STEREOS
POSTERS
INCENSE
Across From
Winter Park Dodge

SPRING BLOSSOMS

I
Lambda Chi Little Sister Liz favors this maxi by Mikey
Juniors of California. A green and yellow bodice tops the
skirt of orange and yellow alternated with purple and red
panels. A scalloped bottom repeats the green and yellow
of the top. HOLLIE O'BRIEN offers FTU students an
extra special this month. Bring this picture to the shop
and register for a free Young Edwardian dress to be given
away in a drawing March 25. You need not be present to
win and no purchase is necessary. The Aloma Shopping
Center, Aloma Ave., Winter Park.

I

Lambda Chi Little SisteiABarbara models one'
BRENNER'S magnificent bridal gowns. A large
is always on hand in sizes 3 to 20; priced from 4
200.00. With a complete line of bridesmaids' an
of the bride and groom dresses, BRENNER'S car
the entire wedding party. 208 N. Orange Ave., [
in the Citizens' Bank block.

Pat's dark blue super-wide
bells and halter top are perfect
for Spring picnics. The top is a
blue/green/white scarf.
But Tessie can't be outdone
for casual evening wear in her
jersey, t?ackless dress. It features
a red/purple/white print on an
orange background, and is
finished by a red suede dog
collar and suede wedgies. All
these fashions are from STUFF
TO WEAR in the Winter Park
Mall.

tt!W'mmn"

'W

O'U''U'''''"''U"t!'''''U"'Tn='T'2"T"""2W'TW'M"=

I
Lambda Chi Little Sister Joan will be wearing a
California-style frock from LEEDY'S AROUND THE
CORNER for Easter. The red polyester/cotton blend voile
features full sheer sieves and patchwork trimmed bodice.
The open front closes with ties to the waist and a yoke
completes the back. Styled by Young Edwardian. 311
Park Ave. South, Winter Park.

Laura's ready for Spring parties in white cord superlows by Hillbilly, topped by cotton knit skinny ribs. The
two-tone top, with a green body and maroon print sieves,
is by Gordon Gregory. Setting off the outfit is a flower
tooled calfskin belt by Ram Leather. Try them on at
CAPTAIN THREADS, 427 .Altamonte Ave., Altamonte
Springs.

I

~ne

of
selection
49.98 to
and mothers'
; can outfit
e., Downtown
~ rge

rn
1

1

photo and art by R.H. and L. M. Jack
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Campus rat
Goes National

~
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TKE
The Third Annual Tau Kappa
Epsilon Invitational Basketball
Tournament drew to a close this
past Friday night with Phi Alpha
Epsilon of FTU winning the
tournament for the second year.in a
row. The team of PAE regained
their old form with a devasting
offense that made the difference in
defeating the TKE team, who
finished second for the second
straight year. Third place went to Pi
Kappa Epsilon of VJC.
. Although TKE was defeated, the
pain was soon eased, because after
the game they were invited to the
PAE house for what turned out to
be an outstanding party. Greek
spirit was high as each brotherhood
exchanged cheers and song and got
to know each other better. It was a
worthy experience and TKE
benefited much from it.
This past Sunday night the
brothers and ex-neophytes went
through a Help night that turned
out to be as much fun for the
brothers as for the neophytes.
Starting at five in the afternoon and
ending at three in the morning with
a final ritual, the brothers and
neophytes joined in for some good
old fun. Most memorable was the
brave stand made by the brothers
versus the neophytes in a game of
football. Although outnumbered,
the brothers managed to defeat the
aggressive neophyte team.

Brother Dan Patterson will
graduate this quarter. He is
graduating with a degree in finance.
Dan is a founding brother of Chi
Phi at FTU, and the first Delta.
This past Friday the first of a.
series of organizational meetings
establishing a little sister club were
held. Brothers Chuck Burt and
Steve Kurdziolek are helping to get
things rolling.
Brothers John DiMaggio and
Tony Ozzimo will be running for
the brotherhood at the March of
Dimes Walkathon on March 18.
Next quarter the brotherhood
will petition the National
Fraternity for a Charter.
Starting April third the
brotherhood will compete in the
softball intramurals.

The TEP machine's upcoming
events are as follows:
The March of Dimes Walk on
March 18 in which all brothers and
little sisters are urged to participate
with sponsors.
TEP national initiation banquet
will be held on April 22.
All brothers are reminded of the
first meeting of next quarter, which
will be on April 2 and will conclude
with a slave auction to be put on by
the little sisters.
End of the quarter Quasi Moto
Award goes to brother Bill
Baldorossi who gave brother Low
Flying Woodson a bad back by
hammering on brother Paul's head.
Brother Burt Godwin will
perform a la guitar at Winter Park
Art Festival on March 18 at 3 p.m.

Tyes
Tyes are working diligently on
the March of Dimes Walkathon.
Clubs are reminded to meet at the
starting point at 7: 30 a.m. on
March 18 ands onsor a walker.

The brothers of Alpha Tau
Omega Fraternity are planning the
annual ATO faculty fishing trip for
the beginning of spring quarter.
This annual event consists of the
voyage out of Port Canaveral on a
chartered yacht, a full day of
fishing, drinking and live
entertainment and a party to follow
that night at the fraternity house. A
prize is awarded to the brother or
faculty member who catches the
largest red snapper, and this year
the biggest load on the trip will 'also
get an award.
Special recognition goes to
brothers Scott Thomson, Wilson
Gordon and Steve Arcidiacono who
will finally graduate this quarter.
These brothers have been
appropriately nominated for
membership in Ripley's "Believe ·n
or Not Hall" of Fame. If pledge
Marion Johnson makes his grades
this quarter, he will also be
ap prop r i ate I y nominated.
Recognition also goes to brother
Mike Mi1lard w_ho was unanimously
elected the annual W.K.D. officer
for the fraternity.

The Del ts are at it again! The
pickle barrel was a great success.
Plan to see more next quarter.
There will be an informal party at
brother Chuck Seithel's house this
Saturday starting at 3 p.m. Word
from Dick Cornell is that he is alive
and well. He is enjoying
Wagga-Wagga; and says it is livelier
than New York. This week's
we1l-deserved STIPE'S UMBRELLA
AWARD goes to Jim Lehman.
Congrats Ji~! Note_ to all Delts:
Keep studymg - fmals are next
week and the Delts want to capture
the best Greek scholastic award
again this year.

PAE
The brothers of Phi Alpa Epsilon
would like to thank the TKE's for
putting on another successful TKE
tournament. PAE won 74-53 taking
the title for the second year in a
row. After this game, the TKE's
showed real sportsmanship by
accepting an invitation to join the
PAE victory party and a good time
was had by all.
On Friday night at 7: 30 p.m.,
the Phi Alpha's will celebrate Sigma
Alpha Epsilon Founder's Day at the
Steak and Brew. The party is
expected to surpass last year's
blowout.
The pledge class elected Mike
Stensrud as pledge class president
and Phillip Pulliam as secretary at
their last pledge meeting.
They are happy to announce
that Cindy Smith is their newest
addition to the little sister
organization.
Fred sez, "Remember Rats,
work party Saturday!"

ZTA
New officers of Zeta Tau Alpha
were formally installed Thursday
night. The ceremony was followed
by a barbecue with sisters
furnishing the food.
As a service project, Zetas and
pledges acted as ushers and
hostesses at the Carlos Montoya
erformance Tuesday night at the

Municipal Auditorium.
On the social calendar, a slumber
party has been planned for March
17, with plenty of surprises in store
for the pledges in addition to a
good,
old-fashioned
end-of-the-quarter celebration.
'
In the planning stages for spring
quarter are preparations for Zeta
Tau Alpha State Day, to be held
April 22 in Fort Launderdale,
initiation of pledges during the
weekend of April s.10, and several
socialsandserviceprojects.

Once again, it's that time of the
year when Delta Sigma Pi
congratulates its graduating seniors.
This year, graduating wit~ a B.S. in
business .administration are John
Beck, Marty Cruz, Bill Griffith, Jim
Huff, Lyn Knowles, Bob Shaker,
Bill Sumner and Duane Williams. In
addition to these, the follo wing
Delta Sigs are graduating with a
masters in business administration:
Bob Brown, Bill Hufford, Bob
Snowden and Jeff Towle.
The brothers of Delta Sigma Pi
are constantly striving for an
excellence of achievements in fields
outside the realm of the academic
world. Brother Marty Cruz
demonstrates that degree of
achievement. Cruz is presently the
chairman of a nonprofit
corporation, The Isle of Catalina
Recreation and Improvement
Council. Working closely with city
and county government, Cruz is
entering the final stages of
formalizing a lake water treatment
program to be conducted twice a
year.

FTU's Beta Lambda Chapter
became the 114th Collegiate
chapter of Delta Delta Delta last
weekend. The whole weekend was
taken up with fraternity initiation
and receptions. National officers
and colJegiate members from
colleges from around the Florida
area were special visitors for the
weekend.
Friday the girls received their
trident degree at the First
Presbyterian Church. After the
ceremony a dessert party was held
at the home of Mrs. Simpson.
Saturday morning the girls were
initiated into the Star and Crescent
degree. Again this was held at the
First Presbyterian Church. That
night a banquet was held at the
Contemporary Hotel at Disney
World. Special speakers were Dean
Carol Wilson and Mrs. Nye, the
president of the executive board.
Presents were presented to the new
chapter from surrounding chapters
in the state; a president's plaque
from University of Miami,
President's pin from University of
South Florida 'nd Tampa Alumnae,
a silver tray from Florida State, a
gavel from University of Florida, a
check from the Florida Alumnae,
silver engraved punch cups from the
pledges, and a silver punch bowl set
from the Executive Board. Mrs.
Nye also presented the books that
the Delta Century Fund bought for
the F.T.U. library to Dean Wilson.
Sunday morning the girls
attended Delta morning and went
to church service with the alumnae
and visitors. Later in the day a
reception was held at the home of
Mrs. Murphy for school
administrators and parents of the
new members.
Special visitors for the weekend
were Mrs. Nye, president of the
Executive Board; Mrs. Shoemaker,
Memb er sh ip Chairman ; Mrs.
Holden, Extension Director; Mrs.
Foster, District Chairman; Mrs.
Smith, Alumnae President for

Florida and Miss Andrea Millard,
Field Counselor. These women also
helped in installing the chapter.
The charter members initiated
were Donna Speer, Judy Cole, Kyle
Faller, Elizabeth Hebert, Cathy
Jannar, Diane Nixon, Peggy Ochs,
Gail Peterson, Sharan Ramer,
Wanda Schrader, Cynthis Smith,
Sharon Smith, Patrice Stover,
Pamela Warren and Kerry Wrisley.
Charter initiates were Sherri Frink,
Wendy Martin, Charlotte Mesmer,
Cheryl Poe, Cindy Powell. The first
initiates were Annette Alexander,
Bambi Campbell, Rhonda Clark,
Kathleen Dennison, Kimberly
Faller, Pamela Frisby, Deborah
Grunenfelder, Marjorie Hamm,
Karen Horne, Janet Kinczel, Tracey
Knowles, Claudia McGee, Jo
McLemore, Theresa McNamara,
Laurie Merrill, Linda Mick, Janis
Murdock, Constance Perko and
Nina Wilson. The Honor initiates
were Ann Ferran, Jenny Knight and
Jean Warren.

The brothers of Sigma Sigma Chi
held election of officers Sunday
night. The officers for the spring
and summer quarter are as follows:
consul, Joe Hartman; annotator,
Mike Dunn; tribune, Fred Daigle;
quaester, Tom Garreau, and
magister, Charles Woodling. The
election of Pro Consul will be held
Sunday.
SSX sympathy goes to brother
Wayne Hardy. Wayne tore the
cartilage in his left knee during last
weeks soccer game with LXA.
Brother Hardy spent a week in the
hospital, and will be in a cast for six
weeks.
Best of luck to Fred Daigle in his
new job as house manager.
Congratulations to SAE on their
winning of the TKE tournament
last Friday.
One last reminder to the
brothers and little sisters about the
Hell's Angels Party next Saturday
night. The party starts at 8:30 p.m.
and Yucca Flatts will be on hand.
Appropriate garb is necessary to
enter the party.

Sororas
Two of Sororas' newest
members were formally installed at
Tuesday evening's regular meeting.
The sisters extend their
congratulations to Debbie Hanshew
and Joanne Trotter.
The sisters plan to keep busy
over the quarter break making
arrangements for next quarter's
rush party and an airplane washing
project, scheduled for March 17,
followed by a barbeque at the
airport.
The sisters are also planning a
car wash and weekend get-together
in Cocoa Beach over the Easter
weekend.
Sororas would like to remind all
Greek women of Panhellenic Day,
scheduled for April 15.

Ch i Alpha Epsilon criminal
justice fraternity was recently
installed into the national chapter
of Lambda Alpha Espilon during
Regional 5 Conference of LEA,
which the local fraternity hosted.
The morning sessions of the
convention consisted of well-known
speakers who included George
Murphy, administrator of the Law
Enforcement Assistance
Administration; Dr. Charles
U n k o v i c , F TU s o c i o 1o gy
department head; George Clarke,
director of the Alcohol Abuse
Program; Price Foster, Florida
Department of Corrections, and
Judg~ Warren E. Edwards, of the
Orange County Criminal Court of
Records.
Lecture session topics included
criminal justice in the 1970s,
rehabilitation versus imprisonment,
alcoholism versus criminal behavior,
parole and probation and
manpower supervision, and crime
and police professionalization.
Afternoon sessions featured
informal conference workshops.
The topics discu~ed were police,
courts and corrections. Guest
speakers led individual discussion
groups.
Also attending the convention
was Orange County's new sheriff,
Mel Coleman. Sheriff Coleman
assisted James Hooker, national
preisdent of LEA and · John
Dussich, regional director of LEA,
in a discussion of standardization of
1aw enforcement academic
re uirements on a national level.

Campus Glances
VC FILM
"Intolerance," starring Lilian
Gish is being sho wn tonight at 8:30
in the Science Auditorium. This is
the last movie in the Silent Films
Classics program sponsored by the
Village Center.

fuTUre .Classifieds
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

autos

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111

1966 Ford Galaxie 500
Convertible. New top, power
steering, air, new tires. A-1 body
and motor. $850. 645-0505.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHlllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllln

for sale

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUllllllllllllllllllllllllRlllHIUlllllllllllllllllH

House for sale, Eastbrook W.P.
$23,900. $2,450 down FHA 4
bedroom, 2 baths, fenced
yard-immaculate, pool membership.
By owner 6 71-3445.
'72 Honda CB 350. Adult owner.
Factory warranty. 500 mi.
Immaculate. $800. 671-6874 after
5 p.m.
m111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m1111mn11111111111111111111111111111111111111

personal
llllllllHlllHHllllllllllllllllllllRUllll llllllllllllllllllUlllllllUllllllllUHHllllll

Girls and guys - If you're looking
for action Friday and Saturday
nites, come to 3622 W. Fairbanks
Ave.
Lynn & Debbie-Party at the
Highlands tonight (3-10). Tell the
other girls. It's going to be a real
bash!

Candles for all occasions featuring
" Coquina Sandcast Candles"
Candle-making supp lies
Many gift items
Beautiful selection of Easter Candles
180 Park Ave. N.
Winter Park
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BOOK EXCHANGE
LIBRARY 243
WILL RECEIVE .BOOKS

MARCH 13 ·.· 17
I

!

WILL SELL BOOKS
....

MARCH 22 · 30

I

.

.

. REDE_M PTION PERIOD .
FOR BOOKS AND MONEY

APRIL 3 5
EXCHANGE WILL BE· OPEN

10 AM TO 3 PM
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Weightlifters HostMeet
Here Tomorrow
The Florida Tech Weightlifting
Club will host a dual one-lift meet
with the University of Florida
tomorrow. It will be held in the
Weightlifting Room (LR 108) in
the college library and is scheduled
to begin at noon.
Only one lift will be contested,
therefore the meet will be fairly
short. The clean and jerk lift to be
contested is the lift in which the
weight must be lifted over the head
of the lifter.
For FTU, they will be trying to
end a two-year series of near-misses
against the Florida Gators. In the
Florida Collegiate championships
the last two years, FTU has finished
second both times, losing by a
single point in each meet.
Seven lifters will represent FTU
in the meet. They are: Farrell Byrd,
THE FTU crew team strains in unison as it starts its first crew season. FTU's rowers finished second in
the 2,000 meter race, in a close match with Rollins. The University of Alabama at Huntsville finished third
in the triangular meet held on Lake Maitland last Friday. (Photo by Craig Powell)

lanky 6'6'' center was second only
to Clark in scoring, dropping in
15.7 points a game. Fluitt was the
team's leading rebounder. He pulled
down 14.0 rebounds every game.
Clark's counterpart, Ed Smith,
always a defensive standout,
(averaging 3.5 steals a game) took a
lot of pressure off Clark as he
scored more this season than in the
past. Smith hit at an 11.2 ppg
average. The entire Knight team
featured a balanced scoring attack
this year, as forward Zettie
McCrimon averaged 11.8 points a
game.
Tommy Bowie~ freshman, guard,
who shows lots of promise,
averaged 13.9 points a game before
having to leave school because of
family illness.
During the season Clark broke
his own school scoring record when
be scored 43 points against Atlanta

Baptist and Fluitt broke the
rebounding record against
Hawthorne, hauling down 21
rebounds.
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SURPLUS WORLD
campers Headquarters
REAL Anny-Navy surplus and
plenty of it!

E. HWY

S~next

door to Ramada Inn

FTU Students & Faculty

Clark, Fluitt Set New Highs
In Florida Tech RecordBooks Want
It has been said that figures lie
and that liars figure. But in the case
of the recently-completed FTU
basketball season, the final statistics
just about tell the story of the
entire season.
For instance, their 20-6 final
record can be directly attributed to
a stingy defense, that permitted
their opponents a mere 79 points a
game. On the other hand, FTU's
basketball team scored 87 points a
game on the average.
Leading the scoring for the
Knights this year, as he has for the
last two years, was Mike · Clark,
FTU's high-scoring guard. Clark
ripped the nets this past season at a
23.3 points per game clip. Clark
was also the team pacesetter in
assists, passing out nearly six per
contest.
Big Ed. Fluitt was a welcome
asset to the team this year. The

Kirk Stone, Marty Lee, Jeff Heinz,
George Regan, Kirk Siegal and
Harvey Newton.
Admission to the meet is free
and the public is invited.

~

~=================-1

FTU Pool Hours
Set For Quarter
The FTU Swimming Pool will
open March 27, the first day of
spring quarter. The poolislocated
next to the P.E. Building. Pool
hours will be as follows: Mon.-Fri.
12-3 p.m. and on weekends from
1-4 p.m.

Wigs
Furs
Tires
Batteries
Auto Repairs
Tape Decks
Prescriptions
Cameras
Furniture

Ofa

to Save?

30%
25%
40%
35%
15%
50%
10%
20%
25%

Sewing Machines
Color TV
Carpets
Musical Instruments
Refrigerators
Brakes
Diamonds
Watches & Jewlery

Participating merchants (over 800) in your area are offering
these discounts to KIB card holders. Regularly $25 per
year, to college students $20. ·
Wray Putney
KIB Manager
3311 2nd Ave.
Mims, FL 32754·

Please enroll me as a KIB card holder

at the Feb. special of $18.50. I will
receive a savings directory and KIB
card, good for 1 year.

NaJne~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--1

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--1
S.S.No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - 1

I ~.

/elAl. 1£~ae erce~

?"It'-

'IS"~

~2'Jl I, tJtJ() tY'~
JA.t·~ ~~12~
C.L.OTHE.S

~L~&.

427 Altamonte Ave. (HWY 436)
Altamonte S rin s Fl 32701

24 HOURS .-

7 DAYS A WEEK

OVIEDO CHILD ·CARE
& KINDERGARTEN
3 & 4 year-old kindergarten
1 acre fenced playground
hot lunches
PHONE 365-5023

30%
10%
50%
15%
10%
10%
20%
10%

387 W. Broadway, OVIEDO

VOTE HENRY M. JACKSON
MARCH 14th
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT BY STUDENTS FOR JACKSON
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Goldsox Demolish Embry-Riddle,
20-0
'I
.

By Larry Mccorkle
.....-· ~
After politely giving away their Defensively, FTU made eight
"<~ j
first two games of the season, the errors. Catcher Gerry Brown and
"i ii
FTU Goldsox finally retaliated first baseman Steve Railsback were
1
Saturday night against a hapless each guilty of two.
squad from Embry-Riddle by a
The game against South Florida
score of 20-0.
also featured poor pitching and
FTU lost the opening game of fielding. In 3 1/3 innings, starter
the season to Jacksonville, 13-1. Denno walked six batters, gave up
Things got worse when the Goldsox seven hits and yielded 12 runs, _
blew another to the University of seven which were earned. And the
South Florida, 17-1. But FTU was Goldsox committed seven errors--in
able to release its frustrations fact the entire infield of Brown,
against the visitors from Daytona Railsback, second sacker Danny
Beach to win their first game of the Odom, shortstop Tim Gillis, and
season.
third baseman Pat McCarty were
Against Jacksonville, FTU each guilty of at least one error.
The Embry-Riddle game was a
pitchers Bill Larsen, Mark Denno
and Rich Dawkins combined for 14 reversal. FTU played up to its
walks. Larsen walked seven himself capabilities, while Embry-Riddle
in 1 1/3 innings. Six of the 10 looked like FTU in the first two
earned runs from FTU pitchers games. Embry-Riddle's pitching
came directly from walks.
walked 12 Goldsox in the game.
ALLEN TUTTLE displays his classic swing in batting practice before
The loss was not entirely the
The hits were falling in favor of the Goldsox's last game.
~ult
of ilie ~~~ 00 ~"U~~~~ 15 ~~~b-a_t_~_r_w_~_w_a_l_k_~_w_as_t_h_ro_w_n_o_u_t-.-~-0-a_v_e_ra_g_e___Tu_tt_l_e_i_s_h_tt_t_in_g_·_a_t_a_
-----Leading the offensive barrage were
F'oR THE Fl NEST ·& ·F R Es HEST Brown and Allen Tuttle with three trying to score by a fine throw .400 clip, while shortstop Gillis is
· fI
Sh
from centerfielder George· Milwee. hitting .364.
D31S
OWer Op
hits apiece. Tuttle scored five times, Jacobs faced only 30 batters, three
FTU travels to Miami tonight to
~
.while Brown batted in four runs. more than a perfect game.
face Biscayne. Tomorrow the
Delivery available Gillis and Ste~e Wi~son ~ach
After three games, Wilson leads Goldsox play a double-header in
in Orlando, Winter !collected two hits, with Wilson the Goldsox in batting with a hefty Hollywood against Florida Bible.
Park and Sanford. driving in three runs.
Almost overlooked in the
brilliant offensive display was the
·&~ount seminole plaza even more brilliant masterpiece by
·to all
'FTU hurler Harry Jacobs.

1.--------....
new cordless
rechargeable
electric eraser
Here's the real automation
tool for secretaries, accountants, commercial artists, and
yes .. _the business executive
who already has everything!
Strong n ickel-cad m iu m battery
drives PONY at 5,000 rpm ..
provides full day of normal
erasing operation before needs
recharge. Automatically
· recharges when placed in
attractive storage caddy.

Ph 838 3.7-41
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Tuttle And Gillis Add
~!i?Z:~~i ~f1~~ ~:f 1~~~ Punch To FTU Lineup
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Feel like cooking a la Francaise tonight? Souffle Grand
Marnier? Quiche Lorraine? Escargot a la Bourguignonne?
It's easy. How about Japanese or maybe some delectables
•

India?

That's easy too.

'

.

?S"

from

'"i"J"'

need fromutensllsandd1shestofoodsandsp1ces. Stopby
us in the

"""-

.

By Joe Julavits
FTU Goldsox cocaptains Allan dynamic duo, also has impressive
*Tuttle and Tim Gillis have much in credentials. Gillis was all-conference
* common, but one thing stands out in football, basketball and baseball
* . above all the rest--they both love to in high school. He played left-field
~ play baseball.
for South Florida Junior College
While at Winter Park High befo~e leaving Pahokee and
School, Tuttle was selected to the enrollmg at FTU.
{+all-metro conference baseball team
Nicknamed. '.'P~hokee'. by his
*for two consecutive years. A teammates, Gdhs is a natural-born
~21-year-old senior majoring in team leader. He led the team last
"1"i'" physicial education, "Tut'' played year in runs scored and hit .322.
*ball for Valencia Junior College Besides baseball, Gillis is interested
{f-before coming to FTU.
in education. He is presently intern
...t.!..
Thi"s season marks Tuttle's teaching at Colonial High
School.
"'t'i"'
·
~second year with the Goldsox. A Due to graduate this year, the
-Ci"natural hitter he led FTU in 22-year-old Gillis is a math
~batting last 'year with a .423 education major. . .
*average. He can play either first
Both Tuttle and Gillis have some
*base or outfield, depending upon stron~ feelings concerning the

.

We have everythmg you'll

.

+}
and see us. Delight your palate. You'll find
+}
Hidden Garden of Little Europe.
+}
644-8529
+} ....-.,,_ - .--+--+-.-+·.,,_-,,,,.-+-·+·+--+·

t. . .t. . """"'""'""""''""'""'""'. .t""'"""""""""''"""'-'""''*'*******"''""'""'..,,.""'...,,...+
""'""' where
he isthe
needed
most
Gillis,
other
half of this

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

athJetJc
FTU.
"We program
have to atpay
all our own
expenses on road trips," said
Tuttle. "We have to buy our own
meals, pay for gas and even buy our
wn hats."
"I can understand the small
budget," added Gillis, "because we
aren't playing at the varsity level
et.

. I

Pilot Fineliner
The Pilot Sign Pen main·
tains the same stroke it
, started with because it has
a unique plastic point that
. doesn't deteriorate. Even
when you press down hard
enough to write through
carbon copies the point
won't change shape. Has
a special ink that never
blurs or fades off. Flows
evenly for the I ife of the
pen. Air-tight cap completely prevents ink evapc-ration.

ILLAG_E CENTER BOARD MEMBERS. • •

·[iiigeorge
'Miii stuart:
133 East ROBINSON

.
-

v. C. .
b~

April 3

TIM GILLIS
"Still, I don't think the
administration supports the
baseball program," said Gillis. "The
team practices in the afternoon so
the ball-players try and sign up for
morning classes. But the school
won't let the ballplayers register
early. By the time many of the
players get to register the morning
c1asses are all filled up."
Tuttle is quite outspoken when
the subject of baseball coach Jack
Pantelias is brought up:
"Coach Pantelias has been out
here now (coaching the ball club)
for three years on his own without
pay. When FTU baseball goes
varsity, he deserves first crack at
the coaching job."
Both Goldsox cocaptains plan
on coaching careers after
graduation. Tuttle wants to coach
at the high school level while Gillis
may combine coaching and
teaching math. Before embarking
on coaching careers, however, Gillis
and Tuttle plan on trying their
hand at pro ball. They hope to
tryout with the Minnesota Twins.
These two hopefuls just may
become FTU's first contribution to
major league baseball.
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. By John the Good, Resident Seer

For Friday, March 10, 1972
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
Invest your money in a
worthwhile company this week,
•
like the Eitherither Ore
Company. It will make or break
your fotune. It will also make or
•
break your rich Uncle Alex, who
•
is the unscrupulous chairman of
.A.. the board of the company. Alex
W has plans to skip to Alberta with
•
the company's capital, not to be
•
confused with the country's
•
capital, which is Ottawa.
. . AQlIARIUS:
The sands of time slip from
•
•
their position in the hour glass,
•
and slide gracefully into the
.A. lower lobe, marking the passage
"'V" of all the fine days, and
fascinating the simple-minded.
Buy yourself an hourglass and
you will find pleasurable
watching for weeks at a time.
Your mind will eventually figure
out what's going on, however,
and you will lose interest. Your
•
mind is actually very much like
the hourglass. All your sand runs
to one side until you tilt your
head to make it run back.

TAURUS:
Moo. Moo. Moove. Move to
India, strap a. hump on your
back and you'll be revered. Moo.
Bull! You'll never be revered
until you 're dead, and only then
because you left a vacant seat in
your Humanities class.

'8-

-&

GEMINI:.
You are clever, witty,
charming, pleasant to be with,
delightful to talk to, and
extremely well educated. You
make conversations come alive,
and dull parties become
experiences. You make
self-conscious worriers open up,
and you help wallflowers get
picked. In fact, your only
problem is that you can't
convince others of all your
wonderful traits, and generally
wind up getting squished.

-&

PISCES:
You will discover this week
that you were put together
backward, and you have been
facing the wrong way for all
these years.

7th Of March
the judicial reform amendment to
the Florida constitution and the
student loans amendment.

LEO:
Ruff. Roar. Ruff. Ruff. You
stand up to the strongest wind
like a lion, but find yourself slit
to pieces by cutting remarks,
like a paper tiger. Zip, zip.
(Arrugh! Slit to the quick.) Just
because I like blood, it's hard for
me to avoid telling you that
your breath smells, your fingers
are not the right length, and you
have too many feet. Now die,
Yankee dog!

Other results in the state placed
Senator Edmund Muskie in third
place for the Democratic slot, with
1,096 votes; Mayor John Lindsay
fourth with 1,085; Governor
George Wallace fifth with 986;
Jackson sixth with 7 49; Senator
Hubert Humphrey seventh with
643; Senator Eugene McCarthy
eighth with 160; Senator Vance
Hartke and Representative Wilbur
Mills ninth with 24 each, and
Mayor Sam Yorty tenth with 16
votes. Representative Paul
McCloskey showed a distant second
in th·e state Republican ballot, with
249 votes, and Representative John
Ashbrook came in with 133 votes.

frippie heak with hair too long,
and mind-spand too short.

helpless, Thou art at the mercy
of my mercy, thou varlet. I love
Errol Flynn.

·
·
LIBRA:
Did you know your teeth
don't meet in the middle? That's
caused by lying through them.

SAGITTARIUS :

SCORPIO:
Stand where you are, knave!
Click, clack, click, clack. Thou
art smitten through with my
sharp-edged sabre. Thou art

You old bag: What makes you
think you can tell anyone
anything about realities, when
you're not even sure ifl your left
side meets your right? You are a

CAPRICORN:
You are going to be gently
wounded this week and will not
take proper care of it. Your
wound will slowly get larger and
larger, until it takes over you;
entire body, and you fall into it.
Ugh.

EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE

TRYOUTS
Dancers
·Actors

Singers
Technicians

for the Village Players Multi-media production of the LIVING THEATER'S

CANCER :
Let your s e 1f go this
weekend. Run off to South
American and be secretly
married to Ronald Reagan, with
out him knowing it. Think what
sport the hometown papers will
have with that.

(Continued from Page 1)

Favela project no. 1

Tryouts will be held today, March 10
in the Science Auditorium from 2-4 pm
and 6-7 pm and Monday March 13 at
the same ti mes.

All persons interested in appearing in
the play or working on the technical
aspects are urged to attend.

VIRGO:
While various health centers
on campuses are still haggling
about giving out contraceptives,
I, John the Good, as a service to
all Virgo virgins, offer the finest
birth control device yet
manufactured by man. It is
guaranteed fool-proof, unless
you believe immaculate
conception is still a good
possibility. The device is a (one
thin, as the carnies used to say)
dime, placed firmly between the
knees. If it doesn't work, you
get your money back. Some
deal!

The FTU figures also brought
Muskie in third with 69 votes.
Lindsay showed fourth with 67;
Wallace fifth with 58; Humphrey
sixth with 41; Mrs. Chisholm
seventh with 21, McCarthy eighth
with nine; Hartke ninth with two,
and Mills and Yorty tenth, with no
votes cast from FTU. McCloskey
took second place on the
Republican side with 36 votes, and
Ashbrook came in third with 15.

Y011

ARIES:
Were you aware there were
no plans made for your birth? In
fact, there were several
precautions made in the other
direction. To quote a famous
street gang, "Your parents didn't
want to have you, but somehow
you were had." That means that
you have owed society a terrible
debt for the past several years,
and society is now here to
collect. Quickly disguise yourself
as a beatnik planarian and crawl
under some convenient rock,
and roll.

are corJially inviteJ to attenJ an

Open House
at

1

at

45

East Par

Avenue, Winter Park,

on 4:i\\arc!1 10,

1972 at 7:30
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